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ABSTRACT

Understanding the relationship between structure and

function is a major challenge in neuroscience. Diffusion

MRI (dMRI) in the only non-invasive modality allowing to

have access to the neural structure. Magnetoencephalography

(MEG) is another non-invasive modality that allows a direct

access to the temporal succession of cognitive processes.

Functional cortex parcellation being one of the most impor-

tant ways to understanding structure-function relationship,

we propose an innovative method merging MEG and dMRI

to parcellate the cortex. The combination of MEG forward

problem and connectivity information reveals cortical areas

generating a similar magnetic field at sensors while having

a similar connectivity. Results show suitable clusters that

forecast interesting studies for inter- and intra- subjects com-

parisons of the cortex parcellations. The automatic nested

cortex parcellation we propose could be a first step to analyse

sources that are seeds of long or short range connectivity and

to differentiate these connectivities in the white matter.

Index Terms— MEG, dMRI, cortex parcellation

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been demonstrated that cyto- and myeloarchitectonic

areas show a clear functional segregation [1]. Thus, it is es-

sential to study the correspondence between structural and

functional cortex parcellation. Studying this neuroscientific

problem through at the same time a structure-based modality

and a function-based modality, we could improve the under-

standing of the link between structures of the brain and cog-

nitive processes.

Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is the only non-invasive modality

allowing to have access to the architecture of neural tissues

[2]. This is why an increasing number of papers exploits dif-

fusion MRI tractography to parcellate the cortex for a better

understanding of the functional activity in the brain [3][4][5]

but connectivity-based parcellation is a computationally in-

tensive problem which has to be intensively reduced [5] or

limited to an area well-known functionally [3][4] .

Besides, magneto-encephalography (MEG) is a non-

invasive modality giving more direct access to the tempo-

ral succession of cognitive processes. The localization of

sources on the cortex responsible of MEG measurements,

i.e the inverse problem, relies on the solution of the MEG

forward problem linking the neural current of cortical sources

to the scalp. The inverse problem is under-constrained having

a huge number of cortical sources compared to the number

of measurements. Cortex parcellation for MEG allows to

consider a smaller number of sources for the inverse problem.

Some studies have used dMRI for analyzing the connec-

tivity of sources having an abnormal activity through MEG

[6][7]. The objective of the present paper was to combine

both MEG forward problem and diffusion MRI tractography

to improve cortex parcellation. Thus, we take advantage of

the MEG forward problem to reduce the number of sources

in order to perform the computationally intensive problem of

connectivity-based parcellation. Besides, we facilitate MEG

analysis by reducing the number of cortical regions detectable

by the MEG inverse problem, while keeping the connectivity

information. This paves the way for a functional connectivity

analysis in MEG informed by structural connectivity, by in-

troducing spatio-temporal constraints in the inverse problem.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Image acquisition

MRI acquisition was performed using a 3 Tesla Siemens scan-

ner with a 12-channel head coil. First, a 3D T1 weighted im-

age (TR/TE= 2.2s/2.94ms, flip angle=10◦, matrix size=128x128,

208 axial slices, voxel size=1x1x1mm3) was collected. A set

of diffusion-weighted images (DWI) (TR/TE= 12s/86ms
flip angle=90◦, one average, 60 contiguous axial slices, voxel

size 2x2x2mm3, 64 gradient directions, b-value=1000s/mm2)

was acquired with five B0 images and no diffusion gradient.

2.2. Image processing

2.2.1. Registration and Surface extraction

We worked in the diffusion space. We linearly registered the

T1 weighted MRI on the space of study with FSL1. Several

head surfaces were extracted using FreeSurfer2 with the reg-

istered T1 weighted MRI. We meshed the inner skull, outer

1www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
2surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu



Fig. 2. Surface meshes: inner skull (blue), outer skull (green),

skin (pink) surface, WM/GM interface (grey), ROI (red).

skull and skin surfaces with a coarse resolution (around 600

vertices per mesh) and the interface between the white mat-

ter (WM) and the grey matter (GM) with a high resolution

(around 100000 vertices per mesh, one mesh by hemisphere).

All these meshes are presented on Fig. 2. We simulated posi-

tions of 303 magnetometers outside of the scalp.

2.2.2. Region of Interest

We studied the two gyri of the WM/GM interface on both

sides of the left central fissure, represented as the red part of

the WM/GM boundary mesh on Fig. 2. This region of inter-

est (ROI) involves a lot of functional connections and struc-

tural connectivities. The mesh comprised 11796 vertices. We

placed on each vertex an electric dipole with a fixed orienta-

tion normal to the mesh, directed toward the outside of the

mesh. The same location was used to place a seed for the

tractography.

2.3. MEG forward problem

The MEG forward problem concerns the calculation of mag-

netic fields at sensor positions given the neural sources in the

brain. It depends on the position, the orientation and the mag-

netic intensity of distributed sources.

We computed the lead field matrix G with OpenMEEG 3

using a conductivity value in the brain of 1, in the skin of 1,

in the air of 0 and in the skull of 0,03. Thus, G(i, j) relates

the magnetic field generated by the j-th source observed at

the i-th sensor. The relationship between the measurements

M on MEG sensors and the cortical activity S is modeled by

M(t) = GS(t)+N where N represents a Gaussian centered

white noise.

Considering a distributed sources model on the ROI, the

MEG inverse problem is obviously under-constrained: we

have to determine the intensity of 11796 sources with only

3gforge.inria.fr/projects/openmeeg/

303 measurements on sensors. Different methods exist to

solve this problem. The Minimum-Norm methods selects

the source activity S that minimizes the difference between

M(t) and the ideal measurements GS(t), i.e minS ||M(t) −
GS(t)||2

2
. These methods need a regularization on S to stabi-

lize the solution(Tikhonov regularization, L2 norm).

Our nested cortex parcellation is a new way to constrain

S: combining together sources that generate a similar mag-

netic field at sensors while having a similar connectivity, they

can represented as a single source without losing cortical ac-

tivity information nor structural information.

2.4. White Matter Probabilistic Tractography and con-

nectivity profile of a source

Two families of tractography algorithms exist: deterministic

and probabilistic algorithms. Deterministic WM fiber trac-

tography is most commonly implemented using the princi-

pal diffusion direction of the estimated diffusion tensor. The

main limitation of deterministic tractography is that it gener-

ates fibers following only one direction of diffusion per voxel,

so algorithms are very sensitive to the estimated principal di-

rection. Probabilistic algorithms are computationally more

expensive than deterministic algorithms but can better deal

with partial volume averaging effects and noise uncertainty

in underlying fiber directions. Most importantly, the output

of the probabilistic algorithms is usually a connectivity index

measuring how probable it is that two voxels are connected.

Hence, taking each voxel of the WM as a target, we can have a

good overview of the degree of connectivity between the seed

and all voxels of the WM. In addition, contrary to determin-

istic methods which privilege long range connectivity, proba-

bilistic tractography can detect fibers of short-range connec-

tivity, typically fibers of the U system [8]. For all these rea-

sons, we decided to use probabilistic tractography in our ap-

proach.

We used FSL to compute the connectivity image of each

source taking all voxels of the WM as targets. All voxels of

the output image have a value (though many of these will be

zero) representing the connectivity value between the source

and that voxel, see Fig. 3. We reshaped each connectivity

image into a vector called the connectivity profile CPi of the

source i [9].

2.5. Cortex Parcellation

Two sources of information are known: the lead field and the

CP . The idea behind our cortex parcellation illustrated on

the flowchart on Fig. 1 is to mark the boundary of sources the

leadfield can not distinguish. Then, lead field-based parcella-

tion is refined delineating sources having a similar connectiv-

ity.

Sources which can not be separated by the MEG inverse

problem are ones generating close magnetic fields on all sen-

sors. Thus, we computed the MEG lead field of sources as
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Fig. 1. Computational processing flowchart for the nested cortex parcellation method.

Fig. 3. Connectivity image (in red gradation corresponding to

the degree of connectivity) of a cortical source (indicated in

green), the background in grey levels is a coronal slice of a

DW Image.

in 2.3 within the ROI defined section 2.2.2. Let us recall that

the j-th column of this lead field concerns the magnetic field

generating by the j-th source on all sensors. That is why, to

group sources generating a close magnetic field on all sen-

sors, we applied a k-means algorithm to the columns of the

lead field, Algorithm 1: ligne 3. This produces a set of kG

clusters, grouping sources that cannot be separated on the ba-

sis of MEG.

Then we included connectivity information, given by the

connectivity profiles of sources Algorithm 1: line 4 to 9.

For each source within a lead field-based cluster, we com-

puted the correlation values between any two of the connec-

tivity profiles as described in 2.4 and arranged them into a

connectivity-based correlation matrix corrCPl, Algorithm

1: line 5. The i-th row in this symmetric matrix character-

izes the connectivity-based degree of similarity of the i-th
source with all the other sources within the l-th cluster. We

chose to cluster rows of the connectivity-based correlation

matrix rather than connectivity profiles themselves because

this transforms the high dimensional space of connectivity

profiles into a lower dimensional space of connectivity-based

correlations. Furthermore two sources are clustered not only

if their connectivity is similar but also if their connectivity-

based degrees of similarity with all the other sources are close.

Thus, we performed a k-means algorithm on rows of

Algorithm 1 Nested Cortex Parcellation

Require: G, CP, TG, TCP

1: D ← SV D(G)
2: kG ← card(D > (TG ∗D(1, 1)))
3: Glabel ← kmeans(G, kG)
4: for all Gl ∈ Glabel do

5: corrCPl ← corr(CPl ∈ CP )

6: Dl ← SV D(corrCPl)
7: kCl

← card(Dl > (TCP ∗Dl(1, 1)))
8: Cllabel

← kmeans(corrCPl, kCl
)

9: end for

the l-th connectivity-based correlation matrix, Algorithm 1:

line 8. This produces a connectivity-based cortex parcella-

tion nested in the lead field-based cortex parcellation which

reveals
∑L

l=1
kCl

regions.

Like for any clustering method, the number of clusters has

to be set. For this, we took a singular value decomposition

(SVD) on data to cluster. We clustered data into the num-

ber of singular values above a threshold, TG for the lead field

and TCP for the connectivity-based correlation matrix, of the

principal singular value, given by the first entry of the diag-

onal matrix D of the SVD, Algorithm 1: line 2 to 3 for the

lead field, Algorithm 1: line 6 to 7 for the connectivity-based

correlation matrix.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We performed the nested parcellation methodology outlined

on the flowchart on Fig. 1 on the ROI defined section 2.2.2.

Taking a threshold value TG and TCP equal to 10%, the two

gyri touching the left central fissure were lead field-based par-

celled into 68 clusters then into 586 clusters adding connec-

tivity information, see Fig. 4.

Results show that lead field-based parcellation is close

to what we could expect: sources with similar orientations

and positioned close by are assembled into clusters. Lead

field-based clusters generally form one connected compo-

nent. Some of these clusters are made of two components,



Fig. 4. 4 leadfield-based parcels out of 68 (blue, green, yellow

and black). Zoom on the 4 clusters showing each one of their

connectivity-based parcellations.

see Fig. 4: one on one gyrus, the second on the other gyrus.

It does not contradict our expectations: sources of a cluster

astride two gyri have the same orientation and are close in

distance. The MEG inverse problem can not separate such

sources. We can observe on Fig. 4 some tiny patches that can

be ignored. Let us notice our nested cortex parcellation is

automatic and do not have connexity constraints.

Nested parcellation illustrated on Fig. 4 shows sub-

clusters that allow to refine the lead field-based clustering

and generally delimitate the two gyri. However, some sub-

clusters can be common to two gyri. This result can come

from the fact that probabilist tractography combines short-

range connectivity (short-range fibers shaped with a U form

which connect one gyrus to its neighbour following the cor-

tex, [8]) and long-range connectivity, these sub-clusters being

linked by short-range connectivity. Thus the method may be

a first step to analyze sources that are seeds of long-range

connectivity or seeds of short-range connectivity.

4. CONCLUSION

Results generally show suitable clusters allowing a reduction

of dimension for connectivity-based parcellation, and a new

way to regularize the sources space for the MEG inverse prob-

lem.

At all events, this work gives us an interesting and useful

tool to better understand the structure-function relationship.

The study of the symmetry and the non-symmetry of the brain

as performed in [10], could greatly benefit from our cortex

parcellation to give important information about the correla-

tions between structure and function. Finally, our nested cor-

tex parcellation allow the use of structural benchmarks for the

neural modelling. Our method is obviously useful for local-

ization of sources in MEG but could be used for all others

modalities measuring the functional activity in the brain.
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